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like the mini-movies that accompany some tv shows, muppets most wanted: the unnecessarily extended
edition is loaded with easter eggs for disney fans. not all of the easter eggs are clever, but some of them

are. just like the fully-animated scenes that follow this brief compilation of scenes, some of the easter
eggs will seem strange to the uninitiated. no worries, though, there are plenty of other easter eggs

scattered throughout the set that are just for those of us that are disney nerds. this isn't a double feature
that looks like it has been filmed in two different eras. it's a compilation of scenes that could have made

the final cut. that's what makes it hard for disney to drop it, when it could have been a standard disc.
still, the easter eggs make the set enjoyable for all ages. the 'muppets most wanted: the unnecessarily
extended edition' comes in a two-disc set. we get a 50gb blu-ray, and a dvd copy of the disc. a disney
movie rewards code is included which is also the code that governs the download of your digital copy.

inside are a couple standard disney advertising pamphlets. outside is a generic slipcover. this is a region
free release. muppets most wanted picks up immediately following the events of the the muppets as

kermit the frog, miss piggy, fozzie bear, the great gonzo, animal and the entire muppet gang head out on
a world tour. but mayhem follows, as the muppets find themselves unwittingly entangled in an

international crime caper headed by constantine, the world's number one criminal and a dead ringer for
kermit the frog. soon kermit is behind bars at the mercy of prison warden nadya (tina fey), and the

world's number one criminal, constantine -- a dead ringer for kermit -- has taken his place.
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we are still in the early days of truehd atmos music downloads. it's nearly identical to the early days
of high resolution audio downloads. content is available from the pioneers, who are leading the

charges and producing albums with great music and amazing sound quality. just like high resolution
audio, the next questions about truehd atmos music, relate to how people can play it on their home

systems. truehd atmos music is lossless, so no need for conversion or down sampling. all that is
required is the decoding of the file. there is no need to convert a lossy file (mp3, aac, he-aac, etc).
you just need to download the lossless truehd atmos music file, and then copy it to a device. i'll be

going over the content from the site (two complete albums), and then offer my reviews based on the
latest technology available. then i'll go over the landscape of truehd atmos music, the legalities, and

how people can use the content. i'll even go over the process of using truehd atmos files within a
home theater. in addition to the sites you can find a couple of very easy ways to do the following.
you can use a set of t-brite leds, that have a truehd color wheel. they've got a place that you can

purchase them. you simply install the color wheel on top of the input, and then use the truehd style
remote to adjust the display. that is the first easiest way. now that you have the file, what do you

need to do? truehd atmos music comes in a dolby truehd format that is not listed in the dts
headphone: x decoder. you just need to install an atmos voice decoder that supports the dolby

truehd format. 5ec8ef588b
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